
 

Assembling Reality Daily Rituals 

 

Open your Wirachocha 

Recite the I am the Light affirmation with the hand actions 

I am the light – (left hand on navel, right hand moves away and points back) 

The light is within me – (left hand remains on navel and repeat points back) 

The light moves throughout me – (move hands upward to a pyramid above your 

head) 

The light surrounds me – (moves hands to navel, place left hand over right and 

make a circle action x3) 

The light protects me – (place right hand on head forming a flame, and left arm 

out like a shield) 

The light sustains me – (both arms at your side) 

I am the light – (left hand to the navel, right hand makes 3 circles growing larger 

and moving out, then comes back to rest on the navel) 

 

Call in all your guides, highest level self, angels teachers from the spirit world 

Call in your power animals, and any other spirit totems (plants, places etc.) If you wish 

to perform a Sami Mikhuq you need a power place. 

Meditation for 7 Sources of Power 

Close your eyes  

From above, you will see a golden beam of light. This healing light is from 

Pachamama. Watch as the green light penetrates your luminous light body and 

interacts with the holden beam.  



From your right, you will see a silver beam of light. This is the light from the wind 

and air. Fee the breeze as this light penetrates your luminous light body. Watch 

as the silver light interacts with the golden and green light.  

From your left, you will see a turquoise beam of light. This cleansing light is from 

the waters. You may feel a cool sensation as it penetrates your luminous light 

body to interact with the three other colors. 

Where these four colors meet, at the center of your luminous light body, they 

merge and create a fountain of light. Watch as this fountain sends the energies 

throughout your luminous light body, filing it with energy. 

Now as you look out, you will notice a ring. This ring is made up of the animals. 

You see animals of various shapes and sizes. Horses, crabs, hummingbirds, etc. 

The ring of animals sends their energy toward you and it penetrates our luminous 

light body, interacting with the fountain.  

Next you will see a second ring. This ring if made of all the plants. You see trees, 

flowers, weeds, bushes etc. the ring of plants sends it’s energy toward you and it 

penetrates your luminous light body.  

Finally you see a ring of rocks, crystals, ad stones. There are all different sizes, 

shapes, and compositions. The ring of kuyas sends it’s energy toward you and it 

penetrates your luminous light body.  

Sit and let all the sources of energy fill you with their healing light.  

Meditate for a few minutes 

Thank the spirits of your house and job/work and any others you wish to recognize 

Connect with any ascended ones that guide you. 

Connect to the 7 Yanachaui Seeds 

 Energy of the serpent 

 Energy of the Jaguar 

 Energy of the Hummingbird 

 Energy of the Condor/Eagle 

 Energy of Huascar Inca – lower world manager 

Energy of the Feathered Serpent Quetzlcoti – middle world manager 

Energy of the Pachacuti – upper world manager 

 

 



Connect to Wiraqocha and ask to receive the 7 Saywas -healing light energy 

1. Kawsay – life force energy 

2. Truth 

3. Wisdom 

4. Munay – love and health 

5. Embodiment 

6. Spirit 

7. Oneness  

Recite the Intuition Affirmation 

Starting now I turn on the Intuitive Light Energy that will be fully functioning and 

accurate throughout my entire day  

I am completely connected  

I express gratitude to the Divine Source for these gifts 

I honor and serve the life on this planet with harm to none  

I am a hollow bone, a direct channel of the Intuitive Light Energy Information 

I am a hollow bone, a direct channel of the Intuitive Light Energy Information 

I am a hollow bone, a direct channel of the Intuitive Light Energy Information 

Gratitude 

Recite the Iam’s  

I am a Shaman 

I am a Paco 

I ama a medicine person 

 

Energy Cleansing Ritual  

Imagine liquid gold - the Divine, Creative Life Force energy entering the crown of your 

head.  

Flowing down through your head and into your body. Clearing and healing your body. 

Healing every muscle, every nerve, strengthening all parts: physical and non-physical: 

passion, love, creativity, compassion, humor, generosity.  

From the God/Goddess Within and the Divine Above, Below, Left, Right, Before Me, 

Behind Me... I cleanse every cell in my body Clearing away, removing, releasing any 

energy that no longer serves. Clearing away, removing, releasing any energy that is not 

me. Clearing away, removing, releasing, transforming and returning to Source that is 



Pachamama any energy that has been directed at me, consciously or unconsciously, 

that is NOT in my purest and highest good. Cutting away, breaking, dissolving any 

cords, hooks or bindings placed on me, by me or accepted by me, consciously or 

unconsciously. It Is Done. I heal every cell in my body. Restoring and returning to 

completeness anything that is out of alignment. Restoring and receiving any parts I 

have cast off, disowned or rejected. Welcoming and integrating any parts I may have 

relegated to the shadow, healing and bringing them to light. It is Done.  

I bless every cell in my body! Receiving Divine Light from Source, aligning myself fully 

with the Creative Life Force Energy of the Universe that surrounds me, knowing that I 

have access to it all the time because it IS me, and that instant manifestation and 

healing are real. It is Done. I strengthen every cell in my body. Strengthening all parts of 

me, physical and non-physical; strengthening my passion, love, creativity, humor, ability 

to connect, ability to create community, leadership, compassion, humor, generosity, 

healing abilities, intuition and so much more. It is done, it is done, it is done.  

Allow the liquid gold light of Creative Life Force Energy to drain through you and return 

to the wholeness of Mother Earth Pachamama.  

Original by Elizabeth Purvis as modified by Kelly Neylan 


